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In this chapter an atter.pt is made to give a surrar-y 

and conclusions on employment of savings by Unit "'rust of 

India during the period from 1983-84 to 1-87-88,, However

the conclusions are based on the date so, far available.
\

Unit Trust is one of the forms of investment trusts, 

developed in various countries, particularly in U.K. & U.S.A.
t

in the World due to the special problems of a small investor. 

Unit trust of India, the need of which was felt long bofo-e 

1963, established in Public sector in Feb 196^,' to mobilise 

pavings from Small & middle income group people and invest 

them in various industrial securities.

INVESTMENT POLICY AN DIN INVESTMENT PATTSRN

Inestible funds of the UTI under all the unit 

schemes upto June 1988 increased every year at a floctuating 

rate. These funds have been invested in corporate «ecurities 

bonds of p ibllc corporations and government securities 

and*other investments * in various proportions.

More than 57 percent of investitle funds at the 

end of every year were invested in securities, while 

investment in 'other investments' varied in the range 

of 33 tc 42 percent during the entire period Under study„
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The Trusts investment in corporate securities 

varied between 57 to W percent of the investible fund-, 

during the period 1983-84 to 1987“88.In the five years 

period, a substantial amount of funds *ns invested In 

government securities. During the same period (1.988-88) 

the Trust gave more emphasis on investments in fixed income 

bearing securities. (Preference Shares & Debentures) and 

less emphasis on ordinary shares® During this period the Trust 

tried to maintain a balanced portfolio consisting of ordinary 

shares about 10 to 20 percent of the invertible funds 

and fixed income bearing securities about 40 percent. The 

relative predominance of fixed income yielding securities 

in the Trust’s portfolio shows that it hp followed a very 

cautious investment policy up to the^nd of the period of 

1987-88. X /

The investitle funds of the "rust have been invented 

in corporate securities of various industries which are grcu- 

-ped 'inder sixteen heads (Table 4.5 and 4.5a) During the 

five years period (1983-84t)o 1987-881 The trust’s Investments 

have been largest in textile industry varying between 16 to 

25 percent in ingineering'industry varying between 16 to 

20 percent of the total investments. During tvis period 

the Trust also gradually increased its investments In 

cement, electricity generation and miscellaneous. The 

Trust has diversified its investments over a la^ge number
i

of companies which Increased from £24 at the end of 1987 to 

£50 at the end of June 1988 . However, jme actual investments
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of the Trust have been confined mostly to large and 

established industries grouped under financial,utility 

and manufacturing. Trust’s participation in new industrial 

venture is rather limited. It is also noted that UTI Sees 

not publish the list of industries in which its investments 

are made each year, at the end of the study period the major 

portion of funds investment under the head was invested in 

respect of deposits and other investments with scheduled banks 

about 25.6 percent of the total investments. The reason for 

the increased proportion of the Trust’s investible f’lrids 

in most of these items is not clear from any source but 

we can say that 't might have been due to non-availability 

of good securities on the stock market or the Tru<?t might 

have found these investments as a secondary l-±ne of defence 

from the income point of view0

SUGGESTIONS - \/

The researcher would like to make the fallowing few 

suggestions with regard to the role of TJnix Trust of India 
in employment of savings.

1.

2.

The UTI should incre-se the volume of sales of units 

by encouraging the existing Unit hold rs to/ihvest 

more of their funds in units.

The UTI should make special Efforts to mobilise rural 

savings through the effective sales of units.

3 The UTI should try to invest its funds in some 

agricultural industries.
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With an expanding Agricultura base, it can explous 
the possibilities of helping in the setting up of agro- 
based industries, food processing, and processing of animal 
products, for which there is an assured home market and a 
potential export market. This can be done by subscribing 
to their privately placed debentures,

3

A. The DTI Act,1963 should suitably be amended as to allow 
the UTJ to advance loans for industrial projects like any 
other financial' institutions.

5. • A. Schedule about the nature of Industries and
types of investments in which the Trust’s funds are
invested, should be given ini the Annual R port of DTI.

\ -

The investing public and unit holders will come to know 
the Trust’s field of investments.


